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Eleanor J. Gibson will be awarded a Doctor of Science degree (Sc.D.). World-renowned for her work in developmental psychology, she is an inventor of the concept known as "the visual cliff." The experiment she devised to test depth perception in infants and animals, using a checkerboard and a piece of solid glass, is a standard in the field of psychology. Her many publications include Principles of Perceptual Learning and Development, for which she was given the Carnegie Award, Research in Childhood Development (1961), and a Distinguished Contribution Award (1968), a Guggenheim Fellowship (1972), the Howard Crosby Warren Medal, Society of Experimental Psychologists (1977), and the Distinguished Scientific Contribution Award, Research in Child Development (1981). A graduate of Smith College, Gibson earned her doctorate from Yale in 1938. She taught from 1933-1949, when she moved to Cornell University where her husband, a distinguished perceptual psychologist with whom she collaborated on some work, held an academic appointment. She was denied a regular position at Cornell due to the nepotism rule until 1965, when she was named professor of psychology. She became Susan Linn Sage Professor of Psychology in 1972, and was given emeritus status in 1979. Her current research involves developing techniques for measuring event perception in infants.

Pamela Murray

Paul Murray of science, and James B. Killian Visiting Professor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a founding member of the American Academy for the Advancement of Science, was a fellow of the American Academy for the Advancement of Science of which she was a chairperson, and holds honorary degrees from Smith and Rutgers. She is an honorary member of the British Psychological Society, and former president of the Eastern Psychological Association. Gerald Holton will receive a Doctor of Letters degree (Litt.D.). A distinguished physicist and science historian, Holton was selected in 1981 to give the Jefferson Lectue, the highest official award granted by the federal government, through the National Endowment for the Humanities, for distinguished intellectual achievement in the humanities. The tenth Jefferson lecturer, Holton was the first scientist to accept this honor. His topic was "Where is Science Taking Us?" A seminal thinker on the history of science, Holton is the author of two major works in this field, Thematic Origins of Scientific Thought, Kepler to Einstein (1973) and The Scientific Imaginative: Case Studies (1978). Earlier work, Introduction to Concepts and Theories in Physical Science (1952), played an important role in developing a humanistically-organized physics curriculum now widely used in secondary schools.

A native of Berlin, Germany, Holton graduated from Williams College with bachelor's and master's degrees, and earned his doctorate from Harvard. He joined the Harvard faculty in 1947 and is currently Mallinckrodt Professor of Physics and professor of the history of science.

Gerald Holton

Students soak up beer and sun at Saturday's Spring Weekend Festivities.

Snoggard quickly realized the fence, cutting his neck and losing a shoe, and took off after Janney in a fruitless pursuit. In a more than heroic effort Snoggard promptly recovered the squeezer, and then subsequently collapsed. Suffering from the effects of over exertion, he was taken by ambulance to Hartford Hospital where he was expected to fully recover.

"The effort was sporadically planned," Holton remarked, “the effort was sporadically planned. We saw it, we wanted it, but we couldn’t hold on to it and we lost it. Lyn single-handedly outwitted and outfought the junior class and the brothers of Psi U,” he concluded, and in so doing, saved the precious relic from yet another attempted theft.

Gerald Holton

John Wesley Chandler

L.H.D.) A graduate of Wake Forest College and Duke University, he earned his doctorate from Duke in 1954. He began his teaching career at Wake Forest College and went to Williams in 1955 as assistant professor of religion. In 1968, he was named Chadwick Professor of Religion at Williams. He was acting president at Williams in 1965-66 and dean of faculty from 1966-1968. In 1968, he

Gerald Holton

Eleanor J. Gibson assumed the presidency of Hamilton College, a post he held until he was elected the twelfth president of Williams College in 1973. During his tenure as Williams president, Chandler has led the college through a $50 million capital campaign, and has overseen construction of a new library, music center, and a major expansion of the art and theatre facilities. Under his leadership, the College’s endowment has grown to $110 million.

In 1981, the Association of American Colleges selected Chandler as one of the 10 national leaders of business and education to lead a major campaign to improve public understanding of the value of liberal education. He is current chairman of the Association of Independent Colleges and Universities in Massachusetts and former president of the New England Association of Schools and Colleges.

Chandler was a contributing author to Masterpieces of Religious Literature (1963), and is the author of numerous articles for professional journals. He holds honorary degrees from Wake Forest, Hamilton, Colgate, Williams, Amherst, and Wesleyan.

John Wesley Chandler
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The Right Reverend Pauli Murray, Amherst, and Wesleyan. Chandler was a contributing author to Masterpieces of Religious Literature (1963), and is the author of numerous articles for professional journals. He holds honorary degrees from Wake Forest, Hamilton, Colgate, Williams, Amherst, and Wesleyan.

Note: The article contains several paragraphs that are not fully visible or legible due to the quality of the image.
Academic Center Reminders

Student Lockers

Students are reminded that they are to lock their personal belongings in the Ferry Athletic Center by Friday, May 21. No lockers will be available for students who do not follow this regulation.

Summer Lockers

The courtesy of complimentary locker privileges in Fenn will be continued this summer provided arrangements are made in advance of May 15 - men with Frank Meehan at ext. 285, and women with Janet Willett at ext. 285 or 289. Towel service ends May 20. All towel trays must be turned in by this day. Following May 18, students must make their own personal arrangements for staying on campus over the summer. Due to anticipated locker maintenance and summer program use, we must request that those who do not plan to make the above arrangement to save their lockers by Friday, May 21.

Summer Schedule

Limitations in the following schedule are due to specific programs sponsored by the Department of Physical Education and Athletics, and resources available for security reasons. Contact the director of Personal Protection for any questions you may have regarding weekday inclement weather. The following schedule is in effect until June 15, and then on weekends only:

Monday through Thursday: 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Friday: 9 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Financial Aid

Financial Aid Office hours: Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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Students Receive A Myriad Of Honors

The annual Honors Day ceremony was held this afternoon and the following prizes were awarded:

**James Goodwin Greek Prizes**
1st Prize - William W. Winant '82
2nd Prize - Ann Marie Williams '83

**The Reverend Paul H. Barbour Prize in Greek**
Ian A. McFarland '84

**Frank Urban Memorial Prize for Excellence in Beginning Greek**
George J. Coleman IDP

**Melvin W. Title Latin Prizes**
1st Prize - Michael W. Muchmore '84
2nd Prize - William W. Winant '82

**James A. Notopoulos Latin Prizes**
1st Prize - David P. Burkett '85
2nd Prize - Scott P. Poore '94

**Roesl Crompton Tuttle Prizes (English-Juniors)**
1st Prize - Joanna M. Sarapas '83
2nd Prize - Edwin B. Little '83
3rd Prize - Rachel E. Mann '83

**John Curtis Underwood Memorial Prizes in Poetry**
1st Prize - Joanna M. Sarapas '83
2nd Prize - Sally E. Schwager '83
3rd Prize - NOT AWARDED

**Trinity Alumus Prizes In Prose (Fiction)**
1st Prize - Joanna J. Scott '82
2nd Prize - Margaret P. Wan '82
3rd Prize - Judith F. Bolton '83
4th Prize - Brian E. Whitley '83

**Alumni Prizes in English Composition**
1st Prize - Barbara J. Selmo '82
2nd Prize - Kerala B. Sinim '83
3rd Prize - Rosa E. Blanca IDP

**F.A. Brown Prizes for Public Speaking**
1st Prize - H. Todd Van Amberg '84
2nd Prize - Sally E. Schwager '84

---

**The George J. Mead Prize in Government**
1st Prize - John P. Molner '85
2nd Prize - Sarah R. Dall '84

**The D.G. Brinton Thompson Prize in History**
1st Prize - H. Todd Van Amberg '84
2nd Prize - Charles R. Dolan '82
3rd Prize - Stephen M. Cook '84

---

**Breathe, Breathe In The Air**
Don't Be Afraid To Care
Rise In Drinking Age May Alter Campus Social Life

by Steve Kies

On Monday, the third of May, Connecticut Governor William A. O'Neill signed legislation raising the state's drinking age from 18 to 19. The bill is to go into effect on July 1, prior to the usual enrollment date for the fall semester. Governor O'Neill termed this date as necessary in order to make the new state's drinking age from 18 to 19; "I don't think it makes much difference. Most college students are above nineteen, and it (alcohol) is pretty accessible to students," Andrew Yurkovic, a sophomore, felt the law will most strongly affect the freshmen. "It might have a positive influence that it will force students who are under age to find a more constructive way of enjoying themselves. I think that we'll have to try to find a different way to entertain freshmen. I don't think the fraternities, or anybody, will want to exclude them from their activities."

Over all, students generally agreed that drinking will continue at Trinity. Parties, even if they will not be as popular, will still be held. What changes the new law does make on Trinity remain to be seen.

New Club Elections Held

Cerberus

Cerberus, a student-run organization which handles the college's promotions and conduct tours and assists newcomers during orientation week, is facing a new election this year for the 1982-83 academic year on May 4, 1982. Bernie Riek was elected as the club's president, Tom Thacker as Vice-President and Linda Seufert as Secretary/Treasurer.

Guided by its newly-appointed faculty advisor, Gerald Hansen, Cerberus plans to participate in Five Colleges programs and tutor programs.

Outing Club

Last week the Trinity Outing Club held its annual election. The new president of the club, Glenda Blatt, returned as club president, leader, and guru. Rising senior Michael Jacobson, third-year student in the College of Arts and Sciences, assumed the new position.

Mr. Daugh, a sophomore soccer coach, compiled a 132-69-15 record, and his 1956 squad was national Interscholastic Soccer champion in all divisions. He built Trinity's tennis and squash teams which are still national powers today. He was also instrumental in the formation of both the Women's Tennis and Squash Programs at Trinity.

Mr. Daugh is survived by his wife, Edith, three sons; Robert, Thomas; and a daughter, Elizabeth.
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Pi Gamma Mus Awarded

Fourteen students were inducted into Pi Gamma Mu, the international honor society for the Social Sciences. From the class of 1982 were: Todd Rezk, Katherine M. Moore, Tim LeBeau, John M. Greene, Mindy S. Harmel, Andrew W. Black, Michael W. Long, Robert F. Pelletier, Raymond J. Zegger and Anne F. Zinkin.

Pi Gamma Mu was founded in 1924. The Trinity College Chapter, known as Connecticut Alpha, received its charter in 1936. The purpose of the society is the recognition of outstanding scholarship in the social sciences.

According to Leslie J. Demesangles, Associate Professor of History, "Pi Gamma Mu helped to establish a Tri-weekly meeting for students of the Trinity Chapter, students are nominated on the basis of their academic records. Regardless of their major, they have taken at least eight courses in the Social Sciences and maintained an A average in these courses.
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In his recent address to Trinity students, consumer advocate Ralph Nader proclaimed that "the purpose of a liberal arts education today is "to make you a better informed and objective citizen." Instead of "memorization, regurgitation, and vegetation," Nader encouraged students to "work on real life problems as part of our campus community."

"In keeping with this spirit of looking outward, the tripod believes it is important to recognize that many achievements occur outside the classroom in addition to the work inside the classroom, and that these achievements should be similarly acknowledged. While it is certainly important to recognize those students who have achieved academic excellence, it is equally important to recognize all those who have made outstanding contributions to the community."

Today sixty-three prizes and awards were given to students from all four classes in recognition of superior academic achievement and their outstanding service to the college community or local community. Among these was the newly established Student Government Award, which is to be given annually "to the individual student or group of students who, in the judgment of the SGA, has contributed the most to the betterment of the Trinity community in the last year or years."

This initial step by the SGA has prompted the Tripod to think about these achievements, and we have decided to establish another award recognizing outstanding contributions to a student newspaper. This award will be included in next year's Honors Day Program and will be given to the student who, in the judgement of the Tripod staff, has contributed the most to the betterment of the Tripod, the Ivy or the Review.

In spite of the fact that President English has encouraged the use of "Hartford as a classroom," the Administration has not been especially interested in promoting the "real world" or even student involvement in campus activities. The Tripod applauds the SGA for their efforts in establishing a way of recognizing these significant contributions to the Trinity community and encourages other students and organizations to take similar steps.

---

**D.C. Wire:**

**Plutocracy, Inefficiency, Disillusionment And Reform**

by Maureen Genser

Disillusionment, and even cynicism are the baggage which many internes carry with them upon graduation from college. Our successes are overshadowed with stories of how politicians are pup- peted by special interest groups; how they piddle from the public treasury; how appearances replace实质和表面。Also squirming away in our memories are the rare images of Congress members and staff workers (more usually the lat- ter), who perceive themselves as servants of wealth and ambition. Some internes leave Washington pondering man's obsession with power and its meaning for the sur- vival of the human species. Others dream of returning to Capitol Hill, empowered to reform a political- economic system which is now seen to be faltering and vowing to remain immune from its corruptions.

My limited experience in the U.S. Congress has not let me con- templating the essence of man. Nor has it exposed me to the political reality. I like to think that a political situa- tion affords one of the finest opportunities to test personal principles in the system and its desperate need for reform.

Congressman Will Rogers once observed: "Congress is the best country to go to after leaving the army." I concur. My experience however has heightened my awareness of the powerless and the frustrated. It is to the real working class that our political, economic and social system is most unfair in the redistribution of the social and economic benefits.

Some contend that the economic relations of the world are not made up of governmental or political policies are unavoidable. From the first handshake of the campaign trail to the final vote in Congress is forced to look to big spender oil and banking firm for help. The fact that our inter- ests are forcefully influence politicians has been well documented. For example, a bill to halt runaway hospital costs, which would save American $25 billion over a five year period at

---

**The Tripod Bids**

**Goodbye To The Class Of 1982**

And Wishes Them

**The Best Of Luck In The Future**

---

**Author Cites Gurliacci's Faults**

by Robert P. Jackson

Disillusion, and even cynicism are the baggage which many internes carry with them upon graduation from college. Our successes are overshadowed with stories of how politicians are pup- peted by special interest groups; how they piddle from the public treasury; how appearances replace reality and surface. Also squirming away in our memories are the rare images of Congress members and staff workers (more usually the lat- ter), who perceive themselves as servants of wealth and ambition. Some internes leave Washington pondering man's obsession with power and its meaning for the sur- vival of the human species. Others dream of returning to Capitol Hill, empowered to reform a political- economic system which is now seen to be faltering and vowing to remain immune from its corruptions.

My limited experience in the U.S. Congress has not let me contemplating the essence of man. Nor has it exposed me to the political reality. I like to think that a political situa- tion affords one of the finest opportunities to test personal principles in the system and its desperate need for reform. The fact that our inter- ests are forcefully influence politicians has been well documented. For example, a bill to halt runaway hospital costs, which would save American $25 billion over a five year period at

---

**Coach's Behavior Deemed Unacceptable**

by Robert P. Jackson

In his recent address to Trinity students, consumer advocate Ralph Nader proclaimed that "the purpose of a liberal arts education today is "to make you a better informed and objective citizen." Instead of "memorization, regurgitation, and vegetation," Nader encouraged students to "work on real life problems as part of our campus community."

"In keeping with this spirit of looking outward, the tripod believes it is important to recognize that many achievements occur outside the classroom in addition to the work inside the classroom, and that these achievements should be similarly acknowledged. While it is certainly important to recognize those students who have achieved academic excellence, it is equally important to recognize all those who have made outstanding contributions to the community."

Today sixty-three prizes and awards were given to students from all four classes in recognition of superior academic achievement and their outstanding service to the college community or local community. Among these was the newly established Student Government Award, which is to be given annually "to the individual student or group of students who, in the judgment of the SGA, has contributed the most to the betterment of the Trinity community in the last year or years."

This initial step by the SGA has prompted the Tripod to think about these achievements, and we have decided to establish another award recognizing outstanding contributions to a student newspaper. This award will be included in next year's Honors Day Program and will be given to the student who, in the judgement of the Tripod staff, has contributed the most to the betterment of the Tripod, the Ivy or the Review.

In spite of the fact that President English has encouraged the use of "Hartford as a classroom," the Administration has not been especially interested in promoting the "real world" or even student involvement in campus activities. The Tripod applauds the SGA for their efforts in establishing a way of recognizing these significant contributions to the Trinity community and encourages other students and organizations to take similar steps.
The 1982 session of the Connecticut General Assembly concluded last Wednesday without enacting legislation to modify the City of Hartford's tax differential. The controversial differential, which benefits homeowners, subject to intense lobbying efforts by the business community, has produced a vast clatter between the two groups. Nevertheless, most Hartford residents remain confused by the differential and possible effects of its termination.

The differential was originally enacted, by the General Assembly in 1976. At that time, Hartford rezoned its real estate for the first time since 1961. New assessments showed that residential property (single, two- and three-family homes) had risen in value at a faster rate than commercial property. City officials warned of disastrous effects, due to an average residential property tax hike of 42 percent in a city with Connecticut's lowest per capita incomes.

Out of this situation sprang the differential, which reduced the differential from 53 percent of the differential. The new law set assessment of residential property at 45.6 percent of fair market value, while the tax assessment for commercial property would be at 70 percent. In 1980, Hartford residents organized by HART will have no need for the special treatment.

The General Assembly again rejected the proposal. However, the new law also provided for a three-year phase-out, with the final expiration of the differential after 1985. At the end of that period, all Hartford property owners would be assessed at 70 percent, the same as the rest of Connecticut.

Facing age of the 80's, the prospect of eventual residential property tax hikes so high as $500-$800, neighborhood groups sought to soften the blow through further legislative action. Admitting that the differential was not an acceptable law for the long run, the City's legislators instead worked with the Assembly's Finance Committee, producing a slower phase-out. This proposal would have increased the residential assessment rate by 2.4 percent for each of five years, followed by a 12.4 percent hike in the sixth and final year.

Business groups strongly opposed the extension. Each year since the differential took effect, commercial property owners have picked up about an extra $6 million burden that would otherwise have been carried by homeowners. Clearly never thrilled with the situation, recent national economic changes converted commercial taxpayers that they had paid at the higher assessment rates for long enough. The Hartford Chamber of Commerce pointed to the tremendous growth in downtown area, and the report of the 1981 Property Tax Study Commission which concluded that there had been no shift in tax burdens from business to residential taxpayers.

The Chamber also argued that 54 percent of the City's taxable dwelling units are within multi-family buildings of four or more units. Owners of these buildings must pay the 70 percent rate, and pass the additional tax to over 25,000 residents in the form of higher rents.

The Chamber pointed out that 900 condo conversions in 1981 add to the burden because they are assessed at single-family units rather than as apartments.

Business groups also emphasized to legislators that other factors exist which clearly show that Hartford has no need for the special treatment. Arguments were that the City's tax rate dropped 23.5 million over the last three years, while state aid has more than doubled since 1976. The effective tax rate fell almost 18 percent from 1980-81 to 1981-82, the second greatest drop in the state. While the Chamber of Commerce noted that the differential was not being hurt by the differential, it claimed that 4,000 small commercial taxpayers that paid an average of $600 extra tax could not compete against firms from other Hartford.

Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus

Are You A Clown?

The Old State House celebrates its third birthday (of renovation) on May 22. Come for a piece of cake!

Historical Society

The Connecticut Historical Society is celebrating the 250th anniversary of George Washington's birth with an exhibit at the society's headquarters, 1 Elizabeth Street, Hartford. Open to the public Monday-Saturday from 10-5, the exhibit ends on June 30. For information, call 236-5629.

Horse Show

The 32nd annual Children's Services Horse Show will feature the Connecticut General Grand Slam of Show Jumping and the Merrill Lynch Challenge of Champions. There will take place at the Farmington Polo Grounds (Rents) May 12-16. Admission is $5 per vehicle. Also, on the grounds will be a country fair with rides, games, and food.

Circus

The circus has come to town! Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey's Greatest Show on Earth will be at the Hartford Civic Center for a free, fun, family-oriented event tonight, Tuesday, until Sunday, May 18. Tickets are $5, $7, and $8, and are available at the Civic Center Box Office and all Ticketron outlets.

Road Race

Westfarms Mall and WTIC-FM will be sponsoring a 10 km. road race, Sunday, May 16 at 10:00 a.m. The race, which will be held just outside the Mall, will begin at the Movies entrance to the Mall. Entry is $5, $4 on the day of the race, and is limited to 500.

Birthday

The Old State House celebrates its third birthday (of renovation) on May 19. Come for a piece of cake!

Hot Ov®n Grind®rs

For Delicious Pizza and Hot Ov®n Grinders

Specials include frozen meatball subs, hamburgers, cheeseburgers, and a variety of combo and combo platters for sandwiches or pizza.

Conn. Poverty

Connecticut Senator Christopher J. Dodd reports that a recent analysis of the 1980 census reveals that Connecticut is one of five states whose poverty rate increased in the 1970's. New York, Michigan, New Jersey, and Illinois also joined Connecticut in showing an increased poverty rate, showing the greatest decline were in the South.
Stop And Smell The Roses At Elizabeth Park

by John E. Hardy

Reading Period and finals got you down? Do you yearn for wooded trails leading to acres of rolling fields, colorful spring flowers, and a pond frequented by ducks and goldfish? Hartford's Elizabeth Park, home of the world's oldest municipal rose garden, is the place for you. Straddling the City's border with West Hartford at Asylum and Prospect Avenues, the park is probably the single most beautiful spot in Hartford.

Although only nineteen of the park's acres are actually within Hartford's boundaries, the City is responsible for the entire one hundred and one acre tract. Formerly the estate of Charles M. Pond, a descendant of early Hartford settlers, the land was a gift to the City upon his death in 1894. The bequest stipulated that the land was to be supervised by an expert in horticulture, and one acre tract. Formerly the estate of Charles M. Pond, a descendant of early Hartford settlers, the land was a gift to the City upon his death in 1894. The bequest stipulated that the land was to be supervised by an expert in horticulture, and named for Pond's wife, Elizabeth. Around the turn of the century, a former Hartford Parks Supervisor, Theodore Wirth, was selected to design and supervise the construction.

The central feature in Elizabeth Park is the famous rose garden. Boasting 900 varieties and 14,000 plants, the garden is in full bloom during the months of June and July. During those months, the numerous beds and attractive arches lining the garden's paths come alive with color and beauty. At the center of the garden's geometric design, a rustic pavilion stands on a raised mound, well-known throughout the City as the perfect spot for wedding pictures.

Near the rose garden are the greenhouses of the Hartford Parks Department. These lush greenhouses provide flowers and shrubs for the park, as well as municipal properties throughout the City. During the winter months, they are the site of numerous seasonal flower shows. The greenhouses are open daily from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. The staff is friendly and always willing to answer questions.

Next to the greenhouses is the renovated estate caretaker's cottage, home of the Knox House. Named for the land's original owner rather than the original estate house, it was constructed upon the foundation of the original estate house. The Knox House is built upon the foundation of the original estate house. The Knox Foundation is involved with twenty-two community gardens and twelve school planting projects throughout the Greater Hartford area. Visitors to the center can help themselves to a myriad of literature concerning plants, pest control, and gardening procedures. Housed in the same building is the Connecticut Horticultural Society.

A stroll amidst the varied species of trees found in Elizabeth Park on a recent warm spring day provided a glimpse of the other facilities and activities there. Parks Department employees toiled in the redesigned rock garden while a West Hartford artist sketched the tulips and narcissus blooming in the flower gardens. Frisbee players carefully avoided the many sun worshippers, faithfully working on their tans. Sports-minded people gathered at the park's tennis courts, softball fields, and bowling green, while joggers utilized park roads and trails. Families picnicked, while children and senior citizens alike fed the ducks gathered at the park's pond. One youngster cast his line in hopes of snagging one of the pond's goldfish.

Thirsty visitors stopped in at the waterfront Pond House to quench their thirst at the large refreshment stand there. Named for the land's original owner rather than the nearby body of water, the Pond House is built upon the foundation of the original estate house. It was dedicated in 1959, and contains a large multi-purpose room for public meetings, concerts, and exhibits.

Upkeep of Elizabeth Park is an expensive matter. An experimental admission charge to the rose garden failed miserably in 1976. West Hartford contributed some money in 1976 and 1979, and West Hartford and Manchester have also made donations in the past. For the past two years however, the costs of the park have fallen entirely to Hartford. The city applied for a federal grant but received nothing. Private contributions are solicited through the Greater Hartford area. Visitors are welcome to know Elizabeth Park is by attending the eleven week Concert and Country Dance series there. The series continues this Friday, May 14, beginning with an outdoor concert by the folk music group Tapestry at 6:30 p.m. At 7:45, the fun moves indoors to the Pond House with a country dance lasting until 11 p.m. with the music of Contraband and square dance calling and instruction by Jim Gregory. The entire series is free of charge, and continues every week, rain or shine, until September.
"What a Piece of Work..."

by Floyd Higgins

"What a piece of work is man," is the title of the exhibit now on display in the Watkinson Library until June 30. This exhibition, which covers six centuries of medical illustration, was conceived by senior Michael Lipp as part of a labor of love. He sees himself doing the task as a labor of love. He sees himself doing the task as an extension of his medical interests in the country. The exhibition contains 22 works, some of them being original prints from the Watkinson Library's collection. Artists include Leonardo da Vinci, Rembrandt, Gray (of Gray's Anatomy), Hudi, and Durer. The earliest work dates from 1493. Lipp's compilation represents nearly 400 years of medical illustrations by some of the greatest names in the field.

Lipp has worked as a student assistant in the Watkinson Library for his full four years here. This situation has permitted him to develop a regular exposure to many of the Library's rare books, original manuscripts and drawings. In this respect, of course, the Watkinson Library is considered to be one of the finest collections of rare documents in the country.

The exhibition contains 22 works, some of them being original prints from the Watkinson Library's collection. Artists include Da Vinci, Rembrandt, Gray (of Gray's Anatomy), Hundi, and Durer. The earliest work dates from 1493. Lipp's compilation represents nearly 400 years of medical illustrations by some of the greatest names in the field.

Lipp has worked as a student assistant in the Watkinson Library for his full four years here. This situation has permitted him to develop a regular exposure to many of the Library's rare books, original manuscripts and drawings. In this respect, of course, the Watkinson Library is considered to be one of the finest collections of rare documents in the country.
Concert Choir Delights

by Gary Christofis

The Trinity College Concert Choir began Spring Weekend with a program of music composed by three different composers: Franz Schubert, J. S. Bach and Kurt Weill. The Concert Choir, with its 60 members, was accompanied by 11 instrumentalists from the Hart School Orchestra. This weekend's program, conducted by Gerald Mosbahi, was the Concert Choir's first public performance of the semester, the first being its Strawinsky Festival program in February.

The two night program began with one of Franz Schubert's last pieces, Antensensiegzeugung (Miriam's Song of Victory), which was composed in 1828. This piece, with music by H. Beethoven as the soprano soloist, tells the story of the Jewish heroine Miriam rejecting the Jews' triumphal music from Egypt. This was followed by Bach's Der Herr denket an uns (The Lord is mindful of us) composed ca. 1708, with text from Psalm 112. This cantata was performed in five parts. It is based on the liturgical text, with the instrumental Sinfonia performed beautifully by the members of the Hart School Orchestra, followed by the full chorus performing Der Herr denket an uns. Suzanne Chaplin as soprano soloist in Er segnet uns, as well as Floyd Higgins and Richard Wagner dueting in Der Herr segnet euch all performed impressively. The entire choir sang the final part, Ihr seid die Gezeranten, which completed the first half of the program.

The second half of the program began with September Song, composed by Kurt Weill in 1936, with text by Maxwell Anderson. Anderson's understanding of the atmosphere and setting of nothing to work with the pieces, but instead, distort the content. Conversely, this is how the work of senior Studio Arts majors Cathy Rocca and Trina Fennell was performed. In contrast, the conception of presenting the work of two different artists together is problematic, for it seems to de-emphasize the specific work of the individual artists.

This problem was somewhat alleviated, however, because Rocca's and Fennell's works are related in form. From a purely technical aspect, Rocca's photographs are fine. They exude much talent, variation, and experimentation. In contrast to Rocca's photographs, Fennell's monoprints, especially those of leaves or peacock feathers intrigue the viewer in their re-patterning of the whole. They become somewhat of a puzzle which may intrigue the most observant of viewers, or may merely separate those objects from the background. In playing this concept, Fennell has produced a wonderful portrait study in watercolor.

Student Artists Compile MultiMedia Works

Studying the works of two different artists together is problematic, for it seems to de-emphasize the specific work of the individual artists. In this case, however, the works of Rocca and Fennell are related in form. From a purely technical aspect, Rocca's photographs are fine. She has a good understanding of the necessity of balance between light and dark as well as the use of shadows. This understanding makes for crisp photographs and their quality is immediately felt by the viewer.

Composition, however, wanes by comparison. While Rocca has some nice prints of various European, or so they appear, locales, they seem to be the standard European offerings. The English bobbies, an isolated section of annual get-togethers, in which various members of the Trinity Community display their hidden talents, whether it be in music, prose, or poetry. This year people gathered at A.D to listen to the poetry of five fellow students, James Hager, Joanna Sarapa, Warren Kirk Reynolds, Kwaku Stin-Mias, and Michael McDuff. The first poet, James Hager, read three of his own works: "Under the judge's Watch", "'Lassalle Dalliel-ze", and "Paradise Dew: Xanadu Revisited." The second poet, Joanna Sarapa read three of her poems, each a lyrical passage describing a period in her life. Her first poem, "Brown Eyes and Rucks", is a sentimental memory of her grandmother, whom she knew only as a small child. The next, "Arriving in Dinjor", to her brother, spoke of the gain and loss of growing into adulthood. "In Rosado, To Denise Leyerloey", Sarapa's final presentation, refers to a Leyerloey poem, "The Mate", which questions their growing use/passing a woman on the street." Sarapa continues the theme in her own section to "that bish I have." The poems of Kirk Reynolds were varied, each with its own mood, its own subject. The first poem, "Vermouth, Nova Scotia", was a gum recounting of the last days of a Canadian fisherman. "Sleep of Reason", on the other hand, gently mocks writers, bringing specific ones into a writer's nightmares, ending his poem with a quote of Goya, "The sleep of reason, produces impossible monsters." "Camp Arrowhead", his third poem, was an interlude in water, using picturesque language to make one hear that water in his poetry. His final poem, "Italian", was a brief observation.

Before reading his poems, Max- well Eduadi explained that his poetry is written to teach the world that "Africa is not a child but rather a captive released from sub- humanity and one inferior." His final poem, entitled "And the Chariot," was dedicated to an ended former leader of Ghana who died in Belgium. Within its lines is the tragedy of how "you don't know what you've got till it's gone," as Mr. Stin-Mias so aptly stated.

AD Revitalizes Literary Origins

by Jolly Loyd

Alto Delta Phi, or AD, is best known for having wild parties and the like, but few realize that the fraternity actually started out as a literary association. Over the years it has lost much of its literary leanings, but continues a tradition of annual get-togethers, in which various members of the Trinity Community display their hidden talents, whether it be in music, prose, or poetry. This year people gathered at A.D to listen to the poetry of five fellow students, James Hager, Joanna Sarapa, Warren Kirk Reynolds, Kwaku Stin-Mias, and Michael McDuff. The first poet, James Hager, read three of his own works: "Under the judge's Watch", "'Lassalle Dalliel-ze", and "Paradise Dew: Xanadu Revisited."
More Sports

Frosh Heavies Win Bronze At Dan Dail

by Chris Hogan and Angelo Lopresti

Trinity Crews performed well this weekend at the Dad Vail Rowing Championships on the Schuylkill River in Philadelphia. Every Trinity crew made it to at least the semi-finals in their class, and all but one made it to the finals. The Jack Bratten Point Trophy was won by the Florida Institute of Technology's (F.I.T.) strong rowing program with Trinity finishing third with a point total of 51.

The Frosh Lights finished second in their heat, in a close race with F.I.T. On Saturday morning, the lights, with a five place finish in the finals which were won by the University of Rhode Island. Their counterparts, the Freshman Heavies, proved impressive as well, finishing in the heats and semi-finals. On Friday, the Heavies placed second to F.I.T, and on Saturday finished second to Coast Guard in the semi-finals.

In the afternoon, the young Heavies' kicked past the finish line with powerful leg drive and aggressive style to win their semi-final. They were immediately congratulated for his work with the two Freshman boats, pumping noise and reflected off the back into the Trinity crew program.

For the lightweights, it was also an impressive weekend. Varsity Lightweight rowed an awesome race, taking early control of their heat. F.I.T. then easily went back into the Trinity crew program.

Barry Runs 1:54.1 in Half Mile

continued from page 12

Terry Rousseau also took second and third in the triple jump. Matt Harthan and Bob Reading completed Trinity's scoring in the field events with a sweep of the first two places in the 110 high hurdles. This was quickly expanded as the West Virginia University lead expanded the track when the Cardinal lead expanded beyond 20 yards, some militant went to play the Wesleyan fight song in the stands in anticipation of a victory. He was second, however, as Barry made up the distance in the homestretch and went the mile relay by a second. Unfortunately, it was too little, too late. The last Saturday five individuals ran for Trinity in the New England meet, and their performance was a team's best for the steeplechase in fifteen years. Barry took second in the half behind Anthel MTF (an All-American), breaking the school record with a time of 1:54.1 in his preliminaries, and finishing that time in the finals. The old record was all the way from 1967. Nolen had a great effort and finished the race in 1:56.1. Kapel also had an outstanding day, finishing second in the shot put with a throw of 49-6.

Harthan tied his own school record of 100.4 with a vault of 13'-6. Drew and George also competed, but did not place in their events, those being hurdles and the hammer throw. The three placers individually gave Trinity a total of 20 points, putting the Bants between eighth and tenth place.

Laxmen Fall Hard, 16-6

continued from page 12

The next day the laxmen ventured their hostilities against Springfield College. In the first half the Bantams went up 4-1, on three goals by Brigham and one by Ned Ide. In the second half, Ward Clason ignited: his power keg by scoring an extra-goal; the Bants proceeded to play in a frenzied and finished second with a 14-4 win. Ziegler's three, goal, afternoon in his first game since being injured high-lighted the victory

In the season finale the laxmen met Springfield. It was not the Bants' day as the visitors dominated the contest from beginning to end. Springfield amassed a 7-0 lead before Brigham tallied for the Bants. The hosts did mount a brief rally but it was not enough as Springfield kept the pressure on until the end as they gained a 16-6 win.

Jimmie Birmingham goes for a loose ball in front of the Springfield net.

Laxwomens Come Up Game Short Of Title

continued from page 12

The Frosh Lights finished second on a free position, but the Trinity attack controlled the ball after the half. Lee Nelson again tied the score; however, Wellington soon regained the lead and tied the game for a third time on a beautiful goal, but Wellesley rallied, taking the lead for a third time in the second half. This was to be Wellington's last lead of the game. Lynch scored to tie it and gave Wellington a 3-2 lead. After Wellesley cut the lead to one, Trin upped their lead to three goals by Cutler and Nelson, but fell short of the game. Following one more goal by Wellesley, the Bants ran out the clock to earn a 13-10 victory.

The finals marked the first time Trinity and Tufts had met this season. The aggressive Tufts players scored three quick goals, ending the Trinity defense into a zone formation. Strong defense, with the assistance of attackers Wingers Sweger and Lynch, contained the Jumbo's attack for several plays, allowing the attack to set up Cutler, who put in Tufts' first goal of the game. Cutler scored twice in the first half and Sue Schwartz nailed in the third Trinity goal. The Jumbo's defense kept Nelson and Portier from scoring, while the Trinity zone, spearheaded by Sal Larkin, limited the Tufts attack to one more goal. Thus the first half ended with Tufts ahead 4-3.

In the second half, two Jumbo goals on free positions helped Tufts to take a 7-2 lead. Goals by Nelson, Portier, and a slick bounce shot by Andrea Monroe brought the Bants within a goal. Though Trinity controlled the ball in the last seconds of play, Tufts was able to hang on for the victory.
Mr. President
The Envelope Please

The end of the school year is marked by spring weekend, reading period, and of course the inevitable finals. It is also the time when Trinity honors its top scholar-athletes with the presentation of special athletic awards. Fridays, in the Tansill Room of the Ferris Athletic Center, seven seniors and an alumnus were honored for their athletic contributions to Trinity. With President James English doing the honors, Donn Rapini and Anne Collins were honored as the top scholar-athletes in the junior class. Seniors Bob Reading and Sherry Benel received award as the top scholar-athletes in their class. The greatest contribution by a non-player was awarded to Assistant women's Basketball Coach Angel Martinez '82, when he was given the Larry Silver Award. Justin George and Sally Larkin were honored for fulfilling the qualities one desires.

Tuesday Afternoon

in an athlete. In addition alumnus Fred McCall was given the Ban-
tans for his contributions to Trinity athletic program.

of course there are some accomplishments that were not honored, some notable, some tongue-in-check.

COACH OF THE YEAR: Karen Erlandson (soccer, basketball and track)
ALL DEFENSE: Bill Schaufler (football), John Simonis (soccer), Karen's Orczyk and Rodgers (basketball), Parsons Witbeck (lacrosse), Sally Larkin (lacrosse), and Ben Baron (lacrosse).
RAREST SCENE: Students supporting winter sports teams.
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Springfield Whips Laxmen By Ten

The Varsity lacrosse team experienced another roller-coaster week and ended its season with a 7-3 record.

Tuesday night, the laxmen met Westfield State on their astroturf. The game proved to be one of the most exciting of the season.

Michael Bringham tallied first for the Bants giving them a 1-0 lead at the end of the first quarter. Westfield, however, retaliated by scoring three straight goals and dominated the Bants for most of the second half. Steve Ryan's goal with forty-eight seconds left in the half put the Bants within one.

In the second half, the laxmen were able to tie the score on a goal by Bill Schaufler. After trading goals, Westfield State jumped out to a 6-4 lead but Trinity kept fighting back. Bringham scored a second goal, but Westfield proceeded to add two more quick tallies, giving them a seemingly insurmountable 8-5 lead. Trinity did not panic and with 2:36 left in the game Townsend Zielhof initiated a fast break, enabling Jamie Birmingham to score. With 1:34 left Schaufler added another goal on a bullet into the upper right hand corner of the net and the Bants were within one. Trinity defense forced Westfield into a turnover in the final minute but the Bants turned it right back and Westfield ran out the clock.

The Trinity baseball team was to close out their season this weekend what Sherman played three games in two days to run their season ending winning streak to six games. The final rush gave the Bants the lead. After Steve Woods struckout four members of the team, Solik in particular had an outstanding week with a two out R.B.I. double in the top of the fourth.

The Bants took the lead in the sixth inning. Guglielmo led off with a single before Peter Martin struckout and Tim Bates popped out to the infield. Then Trinity turned on the power. Todd Dagres, the all time Bantam home run leader, hit a two run homer to give the Bants the lead and shielded with a blast of his own to give Trinity a 6-2 edge.

Colby, however, mounted a rally of its own, adding single runs off of Guglielmo in the sixth, seventh, and eighth innings to take a 5-4 lead. David Gasiorowski came on to relieve Guglielmo in the eighth, after the hosts had scored the go ahead run, and shut down the Mules.

The Bants' ninth opened with Brian Driscoll drawing a walk. After Steve Woods struckout, Chuck Welsh came through with a clutch double off of Driscoll holding third. The ratted Colby pitcher then hit Chuck off a low pitch, the bases were loaded. Guglielmo's long fly ball tied the contest at five. Martin, who had one of his worst days at the plate with two strikeouts, followed with a hard single and a Bantam run. Gasiorowski shut down the Mules in the ninth, and the Bants had their fourth one-run win at Colby.

Saturday afternoon Trinity battled Bowdoin for 30 runs in sweeping a double header. In the opener, the Bants rallied from a 3-2 deficit, and scored six runs over the last two innings to win 6-4. Woods singled to begin the Bantams' third. Chuck doubled, after Welsh had flown out to center, scoring Woods. Trinity went ahead for good on Martin's two out single.

Tennis Falls To Army; Finishes Season 5-5

The Trinity tennis team enjoyed an interesting week of competition as they closed out their season.

The team, led by Steve Solik, rolled over Springfield College, 6-3, before being set back by the Cadets of West Point, 6-3, and the Jumbos of Tufts, 5-1. This leaves the Varsity with a record of 5-5, through the spring.

Two members of the team, Solik and Neil Schofer, will be going to the Nationals held in Kalamazoo, Michigan. They are expected to do well in doubles play, either playing singles. This is indeed a rare privilege for both of these young players.

Barney Cortes gets off a shot despite the efforts of a Springfield defender.

Barney Cortes got off a shot despite the efforts of a Springfield defender. The long jump on Steve Drew's leap of 19'5".

At this point the 440 relay was held. The final Bantam handoff was dropped, allowing Westleyan to take the five points for first place. Five points that would have gone to Trinity if they had held on to that final handoff and held off Wesleyan. The 1500 followed, with Trinity taking 23rd behind Bob Rasmussen's 4:07.2 and Steve Klotz 4:12.1.

Meanwhile, the field events were going well for Trinity. Mark LaMagdelaine took his fourth first place in the year in the javelin, winning in 168'8". Rick Hayber was third with 161'6". Rapini continued to do well, winning the shot put contest at five. Mark Kiots'12.1, by Stephen K. Getelman

The Trinity Baseball Team was to close out this weekend. The Bants took three games in two days to run their season ending winning streak to six games. The final rush gave the Bants the lead.

The Bants took the lead in the sixth inning. Guglielmo led off with a single before Peter Martin struckout and Tim Bates popped out to the infield. Then Trinity turned on the power. Todd Dagres, the all-time Bantam home run leader, hit a two-run homer to give the Bants the lead and shielded with a blast of his own to give Trinity a 6-2 edge.

Colby, however, mounted a rally of its own, adding single runs off of Guglielmo in the sixth, seventh, and eighth innings to take a 5-4 lead. David Gasiorowski came on to relieve Guglielmo in the eighth, after the hosts had scored the go ahead run, and shut down the Mules.

The Bants' ninth opened with Brian Driscoll drawing a walk. After Steve Woods struckout, Chuck Welsh came through with a clutch double off of Driscoll holding third. The rattled Colby pitcher then hit Chuck off a low pitch, the bases were loaded. Guglielmo's long fly ball tied the contest at five. Martin, who had one of his worst days at the plate with two strikeouts, followed with a hard single and a Bantam run. Gasiorowski shut down the Mules in the ninth, and the Bants had their fourth one-run win at Colby.

Saturday afternoon Trinity battled Bowdoin for 30 runs in sweeping a double header. In the opener, the Bants rallied from a 3-2 deficit, and scored six runs over the last two innings to win 6-4. Woods singled to begin the Bantams' third. Chuck doubled, after Welsh had flown out to center, scoring Woods. Trinity went ahead for good on Martin's two out single.

Chuck Welsh came through with a clutch double off of Driscoll holding third. The rattled Colby pitcher then hit Chuck off a low pitch, the bases were loaded. Guglielmo's long fly ball tied the contest at five. Martin, who had one of his worst days at the plate with two strikeouts, followed with a hard single and a Bantam run. Gasiorowski shut down the Mules in the ninth, and the Bants had their fourth one-run win at Colby.

Saturday afternoon Trinity battled Bowdoin for 30 runs in sweeping a double header. In the opener, the Bants rallied from a 3-2 deficit, and scored six runs over the last two innings to win 6-4. Woods singled to begin the Bantams' third. Chuck doubled, after Welsh had flown out to center, scoring Woods. Trinity went ahead for good on Martin's two out single.

Tennis Falls To Army; Finishes Season 5-5

The Trinity tennis team enjoyed an interesting week of competition as they closed out their season.

The team, led by Steve Solik, rolled over Springfield College, 6-3, before being set back by the Cadets of West Point, 6-3, and the Jumbos of Tufts, 5-1. This leaves the Varsity with a record of 5-5, through the spring.

Two members of the team, Solik and Neil Schofer, will be going to the Nationals held in Kalamazoo, Michigan. They are expected to do well in doubles play, either playing singles. This is indeed a rare privilege for both of these young players.

Solik in particular had an outstanding week winning all three of his matches with a particularly close match against Tufts' top player on Friday, winning in three sets 6-4, 5-7, 5-7.

The visit to West Point was a highlight of the season for the. The team was treated to a tour of the campus by a cadet before match play began. A few points were won for Trinity when the Stars and Stripes were lowered and suddenly the cadets all stood in full attention in the middle of their matches.